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Palantı́r: Early Detection of Development
Conflicts Arising from Parallel Code Changes
Anita Sarma, Member, IEEE, David F. Redmiles, Member, IEEE, and
André van der Hoek, Member, IEEE
Abstract—The earlier a conflict is detected, the easier it is to resolve—this is the main precept of workspace awareness. Workspace
awareness seeks to provide users with information of relevant ongoing parallel changes occurring in private workspaces, thereby
enabling the early detection and resolution of potential conflicts. The key approach is to unobtrusively inform developers of potential
conflicts arising because of concurrent changes to the same file and dependency violations in ongoing parallel work. This paper
describes our research goals, approach, and implementation of workspace awareness through Palantı́r and includes a comprehensive
evaluation involving two laboratory experiments. We present both quantitative and qualitative results from the experiments, which
demonstrate that the use of Palantı́r, as compared to not using Palantı́r 1) leads to both earlier detection and earlier resolution of a
larger number of conflicts, 2) leaves fewer conflicts unresolved in the code base that was ultimately checked in, and 3) involves
reasonable overhead. Furthermore, we report on interesting changes in users’ behavior, especially how conflict resolution strategies
changed among Palantı́r users.
Index Terms—Software engineering, computer-supported collaborative work, programmer workbench, configuration management.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

function of any Software Configuration Management (SCM) system is to coordinate access to a
common set of artifacts when multiple developers all must
make modifications to the same code base at the same time
[12], [43]. Virtually all SCM systems employ personal
workspaces as the key technology to manage parallel
changes [10], [12]. The reliance on personal workspaces,
however, has historically harbored an inherent weakness in
that it is possible for two changes that are made in parallel
to conflict. That is, while each change may individually
result in a correctly operating version of the code, their
combination may not. Combining such changes will
necessarily involve resolving which of the two to use and,
consequently, reconciling this choice with the needs of the
other change—a task that generally is not easy and may
involve recoding and adjusting of solution strategies.
Over the years, a new class of coordination technologies
called workspace awareness tools has emerged that
attempts to identify conflicts arising from parallel work in
personal workspaces so as to help developers mitigate the
impact of these conflicts. The idea is to enable developers to
become aware of conflicts earlier than is possible in current
practice. Normally, developers become aware of a conflict
CORE
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only after each of the conflicting changes has been fully
coded. Exactly when conflicts become apparent depends on
the type of conflict. For instance, conflicts may become
apparent when the second change is being checked in and
its developer is informed of a merge conflict, when the
combined code is being compiled and the compiler issues a
build failure, or, for more subtle conflicts, when integration
tests fail. In order to reveal conflicts earlier, while changes
are still under development in personal workspaces, our
approach informs developers of a potential conflict from the
moment that two parallel changes begin to conflict. This
enables developers to monitor the conflict and proactively
resolve it before it becomes too unwieldy. The earlier
developers know that their changes are conflicting, the
earlier they will be able to address the situation and avoid
doing unnecessary work.
We implemented Palantı́r, a workspace awareness tool
that augments existing SCM systems. Palantı́r monitors all of
the artifacts that developers modify in their personal workspaces and, for each of these artifacts, visually shares
information regarding the state of its changes. This information helps developers identify when two artifacts are being
concurrently modified or when two parallel changes cause a
dependency violation. We use the term artifacts to refer to
files that are under SCM control, with the reservation that our
current implementation is limited to Java files only. We
designed Palantı́r to be unobtrusive, yet catch the attention of
developers at certain “natural” points of task or other context
switching actions, e.g., when they open a new artifact to
begin modifying it. Developers can thus concentrate on their
day-to-day task of programming, but have the opportunity
to contextualize their work with parallel changes that have
been taking place and continue to take place.
Because our solution integrally relies on both the
technological advances provided by Palantı́r and the human
responses that developers make to the information that is
provided to them, our evaluation focuses on this interplay.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Through two laboratory experiments, we examine whether
and how developers respond to the awareness cues of
Palantı́r. We found that the use of Palantı́r, as compared to
not using Palantı́r: 1) leads to both earlier detection and
earlier resolution of a larger number of conflicts, 2) leaves
fewer conflicts unresolved in the code base that was
ultimately checked-in, and 3) involves acceptable overhead.
We also report qualitatively on the behaviors Palantı́r users
exhibited, particularly regarding how they monitored the
awareness cues, how they interpreted them, and what they
subsequently did in response.
While our previous conference publications reported on
aspects of this work, this paper combines all aspects to
provide a concise and complete overview of our work. We
also present an extensive, new, qualitative analysis of our
experimental data focusing on interviews, chat logs, and
observations to provide a detailed account of why Palantı́r
works the way it does, as well as how users reacted to the
information provided to them. A discussion of the lessons
learned from our research on workspace awareness has also
been added, which has implications for the design of future
workspace awareness technology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We discuss
background material on awareness and conflicts in Sections 2
and 3. Then, we present our approach in Section 4. We briefly
present the implementation features of Palantı́r in Section 5.
We discuss the experimental setup and our evaluation in
Section 6. In Section 7, we present the threats to validity to
our experimental design. We discuss lessons learned in
Section 8, followed by related work in Section 9. We conclude
with an outlook for our future work in Section 10.

2

AWARENESS

Working in a distributed team requires an in-depth understanding of the context of one’s changes and how they fit
with others’ tasks. Developers have responded to this need,
often by establishing informal conventions to coordinate
their work. They may send an e-mail informing other
developers of the changes that they have made and the
possible effects of these changes [13]. They may also use
Instant Messaging (IM) to coordinate their work [29],
periodically visit the bug database to informally assess
who is working on which tasks and thereby may be
changing which artifacts [32], or simply walk over to a
colleague’s office asking them about their current tasks [23].
These kinds of ad hoc actions aim to improve awareness of
one another’s activities. The notion of awareness has gathered
considerable attention in the Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) literature, where it was first characterized
as “an understanding of the activities of others, which
provides a context for your own activity” [18]. Early work
focused on the social behavior of mutual awareness, involving participants who explicitly display their actions and
monitor each others’ conduct to inform their own behavior
[28]. Another form of awareness arises when individuals
meet by accident at, for instance, the water cooler, allowing
them to exchange relevant information impromptu. Both
these forms of awareness rely on collocated or in situ settings.
Recognizing that geographically distributed teams cannot
rely on in situ awareness [27], [30], researchers pursued the
development of tools to provide awareness in distributed
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settings. This line of work is commonly referred to as
“workspace awareness” and is defined as the “up-to-themoment understanding of another person’s interaction with
a shared workspace” [26], [27]. Workspace awareness
involves an understanding about where others are working,
what they are doing, and what they are going to do next.
Tools for workspace awareness then actively collect information that they share with those individuals for whom
(portions of) this information is relevant. Some tools focus on
presence information (e.g., porthole systems such as [34]),
some share fine-grained information at the level of keystrokes through shared interfaces (e.g., Suite [16], ShrEdit
[36], Google Wave [2]), and others present coarser grained
information on project level activities (e.g., FASTDash [6]
and CollabVS [17]). The overall goal of all these tools is the
same: to enable individuals to monitor their colleagues’
actions and prod them into assessing if their respective
activities could be better adjusted to one another and, if so,
proactively engage in self-coordination [40].
The work presented in this paper specifically focuses on
improving awareness of potentially conflicting parallel
changes with the goal of reducing merge and integration
problems arising from parallel work in personal workspaces.

3

THE NATURE OF CONFLICTS

Many different kinds of conflicts can arise in parallel work
when that work is performed in personal workspaces. We
first distinguish direct conflicts from indirect conflicts.
Direct conflicts involve incompatible, parallel changes to
the same artifact. Indirect conflicts involve incompatible,
parallel changes across artifacts. This partition simply
divides conflicts depending on the locality of the changes,
that is, whether a conflict is confined to a single artifact or
involves multiple, interacting artifacts.
A second, orthogonal dimension is the degree of
difficulty in resolving a conflict. This scale is difficult to
quantify as it involves such factors as syntax versus
semantics, a developer’s personal experience, available
tools and test cases, and so on. Intuitively, a conflict
involving incompatible syntactical changes is more easily
found and addressed than a conflict involving two
conflicting changes that introduces an intricate timing
problem in a multithreaded system. In the first case, a
build failure will likely point a developer in the right
direction fairly quickly. In the second case, one has to hope
that the available test cases reveal the problem since
otherwise it might not be found until well after the product
has been deployed in the field.
Our interest is in conflicts whose emerging presence
might be detectable using (semi-)automated analyses.
Currently, conflicts are generally not detected until after
both changes are completed, when the changes are checkedin, merged, built, and tested. To detect these conflicts
earlier, relevant information from respective pairs of workspaces must be brought together for analysis. This information will necessarily be partial in that it represents changes
in progress that have not been completed as of yet. It also is
partial because it is virtually impossible to share entire
changes across workspaces in the case of large development
efforts, due to issues of scale. Choices must therefore be
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made as to which information is shared, for which type of
analysis, and for which kind of conflict.
A principal design choice that we use is to notify
developers of conflicts at the level of entire artifacts. For
direct conflicts, this means that the tools do not differentiate
among different degrees of difficulty in resolving a conflict:
Any concurrent modifications to the same artifact will be
marked. While this is conservative with respect to whether
or not an actual conflict is present since the respective
changes could well be compatible, it highlights those
situations where developers are expected to closely look
at the result of merged changes since automated merge
algorithms cannot always be trusted [4], [37].
For indirect conflicts, a choice still must be made as to
what kind of analysis, or kinds of analyses, to perform. We
focus on indirect conflicts arising from mismatches in
modifications to, and use of, class signatures (i.e., public
class variables and methods). While this choice represents a
relatively small percentage of all indirect conflicts and also
addresses indirect conflicts for which an analysis is readily
available for adaptation, our work represents an initial
foray in cross-workspace analysis for an early conflict
detection. We realize that addressing increasingly difficult
indirect conflicts will bring with it its own challenges,
especially when it concerns semantic conflicts.

4

APPROACH

Our approach builds on two key insights: 1) Conflicts take
time to develop—the time during which developers make
code changes in their personal workspaces, and 2) developers will want to self-coordinate their activities to avoid or
mitigate conflicts.
Any code change involves time spent thinking, typing,
compiling, testing, correcting mistakes, and refining the
modifications one is making. Consequently, conflicts do not
appear suddenly in full, but emerge slowly as the result of
parallel coding efforts of two or more developers. At first, a
conflict will be a result of a small action, perhaps involving
single line modifications to the same file, or a single method
signature that has changed while another developer just
happens to introduce a call to that method. But, over time a
conflict typically grows with additional changes that
developers make. Single line modifications may aggregate
into significant edits, and a single changed method
signature may turn into a significant reorganization of the
entire public interface of a class.
To take advantage of the “window of time” during which
conflicts emerge, our approach informs developers of ongoing parallel changes in other workspaces. The hypothesis
is that, on being informed of conflicts, developers will take
proactive measures to resolve those conflicts early while they
are still small in size. The benefit would be twofold: 1) A
reduction in the amount of effort that has already been
expended by the time a conflict is detected, lowering the
amount of work that must potentially be redone, and 2) a
reduction in the amount of effort involved in resolving
conflicts since the changes are still small at this time.
The effort expended, naturally, lies in the overhead of
monitoring the awareness information provided by Palantı́r
and, if deemed necessary, subsequently taking coordinative
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actions. Our approach therefore considers developers as an
integral part of the solution. Palantı́r intentionally prods
developers into a behavior which, rather than continuing to
code and ignoring a conflict, involves them taking proactive
steps to assess and, if necessary, resolve an emerging
conflict of which they are notified. This might involve
telephoning or using IM to contact the other developer,
walking over to discuss and redistribute the respective
tasks, making a unilateral decision to hold off on one’s
changes until the other developer has checked in theirs,
using the functionality of the SCM system to examine the
changes in the other workspace [24], and other courses of
action. For such actions to be taken, a developer has to
invest some extra effort in monitoring and interpreting the
awareness information that Palantı́r provides. As we will
show in Section 6, this extra effort is relatively minor.
Palantı́r operates by monitoring ongoing changes taking
place in personal workspaces and continuously sharing
information about those changes with developers to whom
it is relevant. By default, this information communicates
which other developers are modifying which artifacts, and
by how much. As such, Palantı́r provides an automated and
enhanced version of soft locks [38]: A developer can engage
in parallel changes to the same artifact, but does so
consciously, at all times knowing the amount of change
that an artifact has undergone in another workspace. This
amount of change is a critical piece of information. If it is
small, a developer may engage in a conflict without even
contacting the other developer. If it is larger, they may well
want to first contact the other developer or wait to make
further changes.
Palantı́r is bidirectional. When a conflict arises, both
developers are informed of each other’s changes. While one
may choose to ignore the warnings, the other developer may
consider the conflict too important to ignore and engage
with the first developer anyway, change their course of
action altogether by temporarily suspending the current
task, or use any of the other means described in Section 6.
The above describes how Palantı́r supports direct
conflicts. In the case of indirect conflicts, an additional step
is required. Specifically, Palantı́r performs a cross-workspace analysis of the impact of changes in a class signature
on the use of that class: A change to a class signature (i.e., a
change to a class’ public variables and methods) in one
workspace is compared to changes in the use of that class in
other workspaces. To perform this analysis, Palantı́r broadcasts a “diff” detailing the changes to a class signature
whenever this signature is modified. The other workspaces
interpret this diff and analyze whether its contents leads to
an indirect conflict with any of the local changes. If so,
Palantı́r informs all workspaces of this conflict.
It is a conscious choice to inform developers of ongoing
changes and not just of changes that are guaranteed to
conflict. First, it would be irritating to be under the
impression that no one is working on an artifact, open the
artifact, begin to make changes, and only then be informed
that someone has been working on this artifact for quite
some time and has, perhaps, made significant changes.
Second, knowing which artifacts are actively undergoing
change, and what other artifacts they indirectly impact
because of those changes, allows one to plan their tasks
around the ongoing changes, rather than engage in a task
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blindly and hope no conflicts will occur. Finally, as we shall
discuss in Section 6, we do not believe that the extra
information deters from the task at hand of programming.
The user interface of Palantı́r is designed so developers
notice relevant information at relevant times, particularly
when they switch from artifact to artifact or task to task.
This enables a developer to work on their code undisturbed,
yet provides them with ample opportunity to absorb remote
changes when it is pertinent to do so.
Two additional design decisions govern the approach
underlying Palantı́r. The first is that a developer is
continuously informed of ongoing changes (it broadcasts
relevant information every 5 seconds, or when a file is
(auto) saved), but leaves the decision as to whether or not a
conflict must be addressed to the developer. Not every
conflict needs to be addressed immediately upon detection.
Deciding when a conflict merits immediate attention, as
well as what specific actions may be needed, depends on
how the conflict develops over time and the criticality or
urgency of the parallel changes that cause the conflict.
The second decision is that a developer is informed of
conflicts at the level of entire artifacts. While information
detailing precisely where in the code an individual conflict
appears is important (and indeed can be obtained from
Palantı́r), the more practical concern pertains to being able
to quickly assess in what ways one’s overall work interferes
with that of another developer because this determines
when a response is warranted. The more conflicts exist, the
more interference exists between workspaces, and it is less
likely that the respective changes can be easily integrated.
Since resolution strategies are also normally expressed in
terms of artifacts (i.e., checking out artifacts, reverting
changes to an artifact, merging two versions of an artifact),
Palantı́r reports conflicts at the level of artifacts rather than
individual methods or lines of code.
Overall, our approach allows parallel work while
making it possible to detect and resolve conflicts before
all changes are complete and checked in. An interesting
outflow of this approach is that, until conflicting changes
are actually checked in, it is technically more appropriate to
label them as “potential conflicts.” It is possible that an
emerging conflict grows for some time, but all of a sudden
disappears because a developer who was just experimenting decides to roll back their changes (Palantı́r tracks such
rollbacks and modifies the awareness icons accordingly). By
the same token, a conflict does not always grow; it can
shrink when a developer removes some of the conflicting
code. One is therefore not guaranteed that a conflict
identified by Palantı́r actually will result in a real conflict
in the future or that it will be at the level it is currently at.
Even so, it is a simple step to contact another developer to
learn of their intentions, thereby determining whether a
potential conflict should be treated as a real conflict to be
addressed immediately or as one to be ignored for now. In
the remainder of this paper, we will not make a distinction
between conflicts and potential conflicts, using the term
conflicts for reasons of simplicity.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

Palantı́r is written entirely in Java and is currently available
as a plug-in for Eclipse and supports both Subversion [54]
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Fig. 1. Palantı́r architecture.

and CVS [20]. It relies on: 1) Subclipse [53], an Eclipse plugin for the Subversion SCM system, or the built-in CVS plugin for Eclipse, from which Palantı́r obtains relevant
information regarding SCM actions through event listeners,
2) Dependency Finder [51], an open source code analysis
tool that Palantı́r uses to incrementally extract information
regarding differences in the dependency graph of the code
being developed, and 3) PostgreSQL [41], a generic
database in which Palantı́r stores all of the events. Palantı́r,
its source, and its documentation are all freely available
from its website: http://tps.ics.uci.edu/svn/projects/
palantir/trunk/.
In this section, we discuss the overall Palantı́r architecture, briefly describing each of its components. An in-depth
description of each component can be found in [44].

5.1 Palantı́r Architecture
The Palantı́r architecture (see Fig. 1) consists of the
following components: The Workspace Wrapper, specific
per SCM system and development editor, monitors SCM
and editor related activities; the Internal State stores a local
cache of events which are used to calculate potential
conflicts and their severity; the Metric Analyzer performs
cross-workspace conflict analysis to identify indirect conflicts and also calculates the severity of direct conflicts; the
Extractor component is responsible for filtering and
formatting the events from the Internal State cache; and
the Visualization component presents notifications about
conflicts and their information through an integration with
the IDE. Finally, a central server, the Palantı́r Server, keeps a
log of all events from events from all workspaces for
persistent storage and to support bootstrapping new or
returning clients. An in-depth discussion of each of these
components and how our choices were shaped as our
project evolved can be found here [44].
5.2 Events
At the heart of Palantı́r are the events that describe the
ongoing activities in each workspace. Of importance in the
design of these events is the need for Palantı́r to be
portable across different SCM systems and not assume that
all of those systems follow the same SCM policy [1]. The
key insight is that, instead of capturing operations such as
check-in, check-out, or synchronize, events represent
particular states in which an artifact may exist in a
workspace. Given a specific set of operations for a specific
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TABLE 1
List of Palantı́r Events Describing Workspace Activity and Changes

SCM system then, the custom Workspace Wrapper for that
SCM system is responsible for mapping the results of its
SCM system’s specific operations onto the states represented by the general events of Palantı́r.
The most common events are provided in Table 1, along
with their interpretations. Additional events exist to deal
with more esoteric cases, such as renaming or deleting
artifacts. These, as well as a detailed description of how
events are implemented and how artifacts are identified
across workspaces, are discussed elsewhere [45].
Every artifact will go through one of two basic sequences
of events. Artifacts that must be present in a workspace for
ancillary purposes, such as compilation or just a quick
examination of its code by a developer, trigger the simple
sequence of a pair of Populated and Unpopulated events to
signify their presence in, and eventual absence from, the
workspace a developer uses. Artifacts that are modified
trigger the following sequence:
Populated ðChangesInProgress ðMetricsChanged j MetricsChanged ImpactedÞ ChangesCommittedÞ UnPopulated:
The sequence of ChangesInProgress and ChangesCommitted, which may occur multiple times within the overarching Populated, Unpopulated pair, provides the skeleton
for the two key events of Palantı́r: MetricsChanged, which
indicates the magnitude of changes to an artifact, and
Impacted, which indicates whether the changes lead to an
indirect conflict. Because these events are sent out continuously, they enable the monitoring of ongoing changes
and conflicts by developers.
The Metric Analyzer generates one or more MetricsChanged events. After an artifact has entered a state of
ChangesInProgress, every incremental change made by a
developer leads to a new MetricsChanged event being
emitted. This event always includes a measure of severity
(calculated as the percentage of code that has changed in
the artifact as compared to the version that was initially
placed in the workspace). This measure of severity is
displayed to developers so they can determine the
magnitude of the change and decide whether to defer
resolution or address the conflict immediately.
A MetricsChanged event also includes a “diff” when a
code change involves modifications to a class signature.
This “diff” is used internally by Palantı́r to determine
whether an indirect conflict is present. It is analyzed upon

receipt by a particular workspace with respect to its local
dependency graph that summarizes changes in usage of
classes within that workspace. If an indirect conflict is
detected, it is reported by emitting an Impacted event to
indicate that the remote change interferes with a local
change. The Impacted event informs other workspaces of
both the artifact that caused the indirect conflict and the
artifact that is impacted, along with information about the
signature changes causing the conflict.
Receipt of a “diff” is not the only trigger for analysis.
Changes in the local dependency graph that involve
changes in the use of classes whose signatures have
undergone change also trigger an analysis for the potential
of an indirect conflict. If such a conflict has been introduced,
an Impacted event is once again emitted.

5.3 Workspace Wrapper
Workspaces and their access mechanisms differ per SCM
system. While most of the architecture of Palantı́r can be
insulated from that fact because it is driven by the generic
events defined in the previous section, the Workspace
Wrapper is necessarily specific to the SCM system for which
it must translate SCM actions and their outcomes into
Palantı́r events. By the same token, the Workspace Wrapper
is specific to the editor from which it must receive events
regarding editing actions that have not yet been committed
to the SCM system. We chose to use Subversion [54] and CVS
[20] as the SCM system, and Eclipse [19] as the editor. To
access information from Subversion, we use Subclipse [53],
an Eclipse plug-in that allows us to interface with Subversion
in a convenient and “Eclipse-like” manner through listeners
that intercept Subversion commands invoked directly from
the Eclipse interface. Similarly, we use the CVS plug-in that is
included in the standard Eclipse distribution to track CVS
commands. We note that other editors and other SCM
systems have features similar to the ones upon which we
relied in implementing the functionality of Palantı́r. In
particular, we note that most SCM systems provide Eclipse
plug-ins, which new workspace wrappers for these SCM
systems could leverage.
5.4 Internal State
The Internal State maintains a summary of: 1) the changes
being made in remote workspaces, and 2) the changes
being made in the local workspace. It uses two sources of
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information. First, it queries the Event Database to always
maintain an up-to-date view of the activities in other
workspaces. This query only requests relevant information,
that is, events that pertain to the artifacts that are present in
the local workspace. Furthermore, the query is incremental,
only requesting new events since the last query. The
second source of information is the Workspace Wrapper,
which transmits any events emerging from the local
workspace. All of the events are combined in a single
cache, which is optimized for use by the Extractor and
Metric Analyzer components.

5.5 Metric Analyzer
Palantı́r calculates two measures, severity and impact, for
two kinds of artifacts—elementary artifacts (i.e., files) and
compound artifacts (i.e., directories). For elementary artifacts, the Workspace Wrapper performs the calculation of
severity as it already has all of the necessary information
(the “diff”) at hand in performing its other tasks. All other
calculations are performed by the Metric Analyzer based
upon the information in the cache maintained by the
Internal State.
The severity measure is calculated based on the
percentage of change present in an artifact. For individual
files, the severity is calculated as the total number of lines
of noncomment code changed divided by the total number
of lines of noncomment code. To provide an overall
picture of the state of the workspace, the individual
severities of the artifacts are communicated up the
directory tree. The directory severity is a compilation of
the severities of the child artifacts contained within a
directory, calculated as a weighted average over the
severities of the artifacts that have been changed. A
detailed discussion about this choice of how to calculate
compound severity can be found elsewhere [42].
Palantı́r implements a binary measure for impact: An
artifact is either impacted by one or more artifacts or not.
Conversely, an artifact either causes impact on one or more
other artifacts or it does not. Palantı́r performs this
determination incrementally with information of each
change transmitted to the Metric Analyzer. Particularly, it
analyzes each remote change in a class signature and each
local change in the use of classes to determine whether a
potential conflict arises (e.g., insertion of a call to a method
that in another workspace has a changed signature or
insertion of a call to a method that no longer exists in another
workspace). Impact for compound artifacts is calculated
similarly to compound severity: as a relative measure that
divides the number of impacted files by the total number of
files in the directory. Details on the implementation of
impact analysis are presented elsewhere [44].
While certainly more complicated and detailed analyses
could be implemented to calculate the impact of indirect
conflicts, we purposely chose a straightforward binary
measure. Higher levels of precision incur increased cost,
particularly when the algorithm used is not incremental, or
require significant amounts of information to be exchanged
among workspaces. This cost may be prohibitive, and it is
unclear whether the benefits of increased precision are
necessary. Finally, Palantı́r currently works only on Java
projects because we use Dependency Finder for the underlying analysis. Implementing Palantı́r to work on other
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programming languages would require replacing Dependency Finder with other third party tools that analyze other
programming languages (e.g., Understand1 for C or C++).
Note that once the internal cache of dependencies and diffs
are generated via a given analysis tool, the rest of the
implementation for Palantı́r remains the same.

5.6 Extractor
The Extractor component is responsible for filtering and
formatting events stored in the Internal State so as to match
user specified preferences or special formatting requirements of different visualization components. For instance, a
user may decide to further filter the information presented
to them by specifying that they be notified of only those
changes that have a severity measure of 50 percent or
higher. Alternatively, they may wish to only monitor a few
select workspaces, selecting only those developers who are
working on closely related tasks that they know have a high
chance of interfering. The Extractor component is responsible for selecting the subset of events that matches a
developer’s preferences.
Additionally, different visualizations require different
amounts and kinds of information (see [45] for all of the
visualizations with which we have experimented). For
example, it is possible in one of our visualizations to pairwise
compare workspaces, whereas in another visualization all
changes from all workspaces are aggregated. The Extractor
component is therefore tailored to each visualization and, in
addition to filtering user preferences, is responsible for
maintaining a visualization’s particular state.
5.7 Visualization
Throughout the development of Palantı́r, we experimented
with a number of different visualizations to present
developers with information on the direct and indirect
conflicts that arise during the course of their work [45], [47].
Based on informal interviews with developers, managers,
and students, we found the Eclipse package explorer view
to be the most popular.
We designed the Eclipse package explorer view to
integrate awareness fluidly in the day-to-day practices
and work environment of software developers. Particularly,
it aims to balance between effectively informing developers
of conflicts, yet not continuously distracting them from their
day-to-day coding activities. Rather than invasively notifying developers of conflicts, the Eclipse package explorer
view inserts small awareness cues in selected parts of the
standard Eclipse user interface. The idea is that the cues are
unobtrusive, but clearly noticeable at relevant times when,
for instance, developers switch from artifact to artifact or
overall task to overall task. Developers can concentrate on
coding, but are provided with the opportunity to gauge the
severity and impact of remote changes when they need to.
Fig. 2 presents the Eclipse package explorer view with an
illustrating example. Imagine a scenario where two developers, Ellen and Mike, are working on a hypothetical
software system for a bank, written in Java. Ellen is
responsible for updating an existing class, Payment.java,
which offers facilities for keeping track of the payments that
a person makes using his or her bank account. Mike has the
1. www.scitools.com/.
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Fig. 2. Palantı́r package explorer user interface.

task of updating the class DebitCard.java, which uses
Payment.java to keep track of expenses made with a person’s
debit card. Ellen, on reviewing the implementation of
Payment.java that she completed previously, decides to
move the initialization code to a new method called
initialize(). Ellen also decides on another change, one in
which the method addPayment (Amount amt) is modified to
take as additional input a date and time stamp. At present,
these are automatically set by Payment.java, but she realizes
that it is more accurate to let the date and time stamp be set
by the calling class. Her development environment warns
her that this method is being called from DebitCard.java, so
she checks it out and updates the calling code to reflect the
new method signature.
In the meantime (while Ellen was contemplating and
making her changes), Mike significantly refactors DebitCard.java, making some drastic changes to the set of
methods, particularly splitting some and merging others.
In this scenario, one direct conflict and one indirect
conflict have been introduced. The direct conflict involve
Ellen and Mike both making changes to DebitCard.java. The
indirect conflict is caused by Ellen’s changes to the
signature of the method addPayment() in Payment.java,
which is incompatible with how it is used in DebitCard.java
by Mike in his workspace. Fig. 2 shows the interface that
would be presented to Mike as he is completing his changes
to DebitCard.java.
Artifacts that exhibit a direct conflict are marked in the top
left with a blue triangle, the size of which grows and shrinks
with the evolving severity of the conflict. The color of the icon
darkens or lightens as well. Artifacts involved in an indirect
conflict, whether as the artifact that causes it or as an artifact
that is affected by it, are marked with a red triangle on the top
right. In textual annotations next to the name of an artifact,

Palantı́r further explains the status of a change. In this case,
the annotation of [S:24] on Payment.java indicates that
24 percent of the file has been modified, ½I  on the same
file that its changes are causing at least one indirect conflict,
and ½I  on DebitCard.java indicates that it is affected by at
least one indirect conflict.
Additional information detailing the number of indirect
conflicts affecting an artifact can be found in an extra tab
that Palantı́r provides at the bottom of the Eclipse
environment. In our example, Mike has selected (implicitly,
by opening and editing it) DebitCard.java, for which the
indirect conflict with Payment.java is annotated with a
yellow bomb icon. The color yellow indicates that the
indirect conflict still is in progress, residing in the workspaces only. Once Ellen checks in Payment.java, the color
will change to red to indicate that the indirect conflict has
become concrete. The exclamation annotation (!) indicates
that a new method (initialize()) has been added to a file
(Payment.java) being currently used by DebitCard.java.

6

EVALUATION

We conducted a two-tiered experiment that evaluated the
effectiveness and usability of Palantı́r through a programming and a nonprogramming task in order to minimize the
impact of individual differences arising because of variations in participant expertise.
We present and analyze our experiment results by
addressing three research questions:
1.
2.

Does workspace awareness help users in their ability to
identify and resolve a larger number of conflicts?
Does workspace awareness affect the time-to-completion
for tasks with conflicts?
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How does workspace awareness affect development
behavior?
The first two questions are answered through quantitative
analyses, the results of which demonstrate the effectiveness
of Palantı́r through statistical measures. The third question
is necessarily qualitative, helping us understand how
participants subtly changed their behavior in response to
the notifications provided by Palantı́r.
In the rest of the section, we first present how our
experimental design minimizes individual differences. We
then present our experiment setup, followed by the
experiment results and analysis.
3.

6.1 Eliminating Individual Differences
In the case of user evaluations of workspace awareness
tools such as Palantı́r, individual differences among study
participants may dominate the results of the experiment by
eclipsing the effects that the tool is intended to provide. The
particular individual differences that concern our study are
a programmer’s technical skills [35] and the anticipated
variance in when conflicts emerge because of differences in
the order and the pace at which a team of developers
perform its tasks. We explicitly designed our experiments to
minimize these two individual differences.
With respect to differences in a programmer’s technical
skills, we used a two-stage approach. In the first stage, we
evaluated the user interface of Palantı́r with nonprogramming tasks, where variances stemming from individual
differences are minimal [35] and we could examine the
effects of Palantı́r in a purer form. In the second stage, we
repeated the experiment with programming tasks to
determine the extent to which the same effects also arose
in the programming domain. In so doing, we established a
baseline with the first experiment that helped put the result
of the second experiment in context.
In the first experiment (which we hereafter refer to as the
Text Experiment), we used text-based assignments that
relied on a cognitively neutral text. We specifically used a
geology text, which we selected from a set of sample texts
that we tested on a sample population (see [46] for details
on how we performed this selection). The geology text
exhibited minimal bias with respect to its complexity (it was
neither too straightforward nor too complex to understand)
and with respect to the level of expressed interest by the
participants (they were neither too excited nor too agnostic
about the subject).
Additionally, the text chosen for the experiment mimics
some key properties of software, such as: 1) modularity, as
the text consists of several separate artifacts, and 2) dependencies, as the text contains references that link text across
artifacts, which must be kept consistent.2 As such, the tasks
provided to participants sufficiently resembled tasks regarding software changes that may directly or indirectly
conflict, and therefore can be used to evaluate Palantı́r’s
basic behavior in terms of how the information that it
presents supports individuals in coordinating parallel work.
The second experiment (which we hereafter refer to as the
Java Experiment) evaluated Palantı́r in the programming
2. The text, tasks, and all other materials used in our experiment are
available on the Palantı́r website at http://www.cse.unl.edu/~asarma/
palantir_experiment.
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domain with an analogous study, but involved participants
making changes to a shared code base. This experiment
sought to confirm results from the Text Experiment while
taking into account the limitation that programmers’
individual differences become visible, especially in the time
it takes for them to complete tasks.
The second type of individual differences that we address
in the design of our study concerns the anticipated variances
in the occurrence of conflicts when a team of developers
works on some set of tasks. With each team member making
changes at their own pace, conflicts may or may not be
introduced in the experimental setting, and those that are
introduced will arise at different times for different teams.
Drawing any statistical conclusions from such data is
difficult, if not impossible. To mitigate this risk, we designed
our experiments to use confederates, research personnel
acting as virtual team members [7], [50]. This enabled us to
keep the nature and timing of conflicts that were introduced
constant. Participants were unaware of the tasks assigned to
the confederates, the order in which the confederates would
work on their tasks, or even that their teammates were
confederates. We verified these facts in a postexperiment
questionnaire. Participants thus believed they were in a
genuine collaborative development setting.

6.2 Experiment Setup
The goal of the experiments was to mimic team development
settings in which conflicts arise, allowing us to observe how
individuals note conflicts and take action to resolve them,
both with Palantı́r (Experimental group) and without
Palantı́r (Control group). The Control group used Eclipse
with a CVS plug-in, while the Experimental group had the
additional use of the Palantı́r plugin. The individual nature
of coding allowed us to test one participant at a time, that is,
because collaborating individuals each operate in their own
workspace, we could simulate a team by observing one
participant as they interacted with the other, virtual team
members under our control. All interaction among the team
members took place via Instant Messaging. Each study
participant was given the task of making a given set of
changes, and was told that two other teammates (the
confederates) were making some changes to the same
artifacts as well. The confederates had the responsibility of
introducing a given number of conflicts at set times, so the
timing and nature of the various conflicts remained constant
across the participants. The confederates were blind to the
treatment condition of participants. Further, they were given
a strict script of responses to chat conversations to mitigate
any bias that a confederate may develop.
Each experiment took 90 minutes. Participants first
completed a set of tutorial tasks to ensure that they could
use the tools upon which the experiment relied. The Control
group was given tutorials on Eclipse and CVS, which covered
hands-on instructions for finding and resolving merge
conflicts along with other relevant SCM functionalities
available via Eclipse. The Experimental group was given
the same tutorials on Eclipse and CVS, but included
additional instructions on using Palantı́r. The tutorials were
designed to ensure that participants were not biased to expect
conflicts in the experiment, and merely focused on explaining
the functionality of the various tools. Participants were then
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given the set of tasks to be completed. At the end of a session,
participants were compensated $30 and were interviewed by
the experimenter, who also was present throughout the
experiment as an observer. Screen Capture software was
used to record all keyboard and mouse actions as well as the
screen content throughout the session.
The experiments were conducted at the University of
California, Irvine. All experiment participants were graduate
and undergraduate students in the Donald Bren School of
Information and Computer Sciences. We had 40 participants
total, 26 for the Text Experiment and 14 for the Java
Experiment. Participants volunteering for the experiment
first completed an online background survey asking about
their experience in programming (including industry experience), SCM tools, and Eclipse, as well as demographic
information. This information was used to make a stratified
random assignment of participants [50]. Based on the spread
of experience of the participant pool, participants in the Text
Experiment with more than one year of experience in both
SCM systems and Eclipse were assigned to Stratum 1 and the
others to Stratum 2. In the Java Experiment, individuals with
four or more years of experience in using SCM systems and
Eclipse were assigned to Stratum 1 and the rest to Stratum 2.
Following standard procedure in stratified random assignment, participants from each stratum were randomly
selected for treatment groups such that each treatment group
had an equal number of participants from each stratum to
avoid biasing the experiments through participants’ past
experiences.
Experiment tasks. For the text-based experiment, the
participant was given the role of the editor for a textbook on
geology, as collaboratively written. Each chapter of the book
was treated as a separate text file in the project, and the
overall project consisted of 30 artifacts. Participants were
given a set of nine tasks, six of which had conflicts: three
direct and three indirect. Direct conflicts were introduced in
Tasks 2, 4, and 8 when, a short while after each participant
engaged in one of these tasks, a confederate would begin to
change one or more of the same artifacts. Indirect conflicts
were introduced in Tasks 3, 5, and 7, for example, by a
confederate deleting one chapter or changing a chapter
heading without changing the Table of Contents. The final
task in the experiment (Task 9) required the participant to
ensure the consistency of all chapters, particularly the Table
of Contents and the List of Figures. The remaining tasks,
Tasks 1 and 6, were benign and did not contain any conflicts.
For the Java Experiment, participants were provided
with a list of functionality to implement in an existing Java
project. The project contained 19 Java classes and approximately 500 lines of code. Participants were given a set of six
tasks, four of which had conflicts: two direct and two
indirect. Direct conflicts involving parallel changes to the
same Java artifact were introduced in Tasks 1 and 2. Indirect
conflicts involving deleted or modified methods were
introduced in Tasks 4 and 6. Tasks 3 and 5 were benign.
Participants were provided with a UML diagram to help
them understand the dependencies among the Java
artifacts. Unlike the Text Experiment, the Java Experiment
did not require participants in either group to integrate all
the code at the end of the experiment. To be realistic, this
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would have required an extensive set of build and test
scripts, as well as the seeding of several indirect conflicts
not caught by those scripts. This would have seriously
complicated the experiment and introduced several other
potential design variables that we did not want to introduce
or could realistically control for.
We closely controlled when each conflict was introduced
(generally 10 to 15 seconds after a participant began or
completed a particular task). Participants were presented
with the set of tasks in the same order. Our goal was to
observe the effects of the tool on the way in which
participants handled both kinds of conflicts. Therefore, we
treated the data for direct and indirect conflicts separately.
We did not investigate interaction effects with respect to the
order in which conflicts were introduced. For instance,
whether conflicts that were introduced later in the experiment were resolved faster is an interesting question, but a
topic for future study.
Dependent variables. The two primary variables of
interest in our experiment were the number of seeded
conflicts that participants: 1) identified and 2) resolved.
Results were grouped into four categories, namely, conflicts
that were:
Detected and correctly Resolved [D:R],
Not Detected until the participant was notified by
the SCM system of a merge problem, forcing them to
Resolve it [ND:R],
3. Detected by the participant, but Not Resolved
[D:NR], and
4. Not Detected and Not Resolved by the participant
[ND:NR] (refer to Table 2, which will be explored in
the next section).
Conflicts that were incorrectly resolved are treated here as
Detected, but Not Resolved [D:NR].
We also measured the time that participants took to
complete a task. Task completion times include the time
to implement a task and, when applicable, the time to
coordinate with team members and the time to resolve a
conflict.
Finally, we recorded the coordination actions that the
participants performed to resolve a conflict, including
invoking the SCM tool, chat conversations with confederates, and other miscellaneous actions.
1.
2.

6.3 Experiment Results—Question I
The primary goal of Palantı́r is enabling developers to
detect emerging potential conflicts, thereby providing them
the opportunity to avoid the conflict altogether or mitigate
its effects. To test this hypothesis, we observed how
effective Palantı́r was in enabling participants to identify
and resolve a larger number of conflicts than participants
who did not use Palantı́r.
Results. Table 2 presents the conflict detection and
resolution observations for both the text and the Java
Experiment. Participants in the Experimental group (using
Palantı́r) detected and resolved a larger number of conflicts
for both conflict types (direct and indirect) and did so in
both experiments. Further, in both experiments, the results
are found to be statistically significant (p < :05 for the
2 test; Fisher’s exact test confirms the p values).
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TABLE 2
Conflict Detection and Resolution Data

The text experiment concerns a total of 39 direct and 39 indirect conflicts (13 participants in each group, three seeded conflicts of each type per
participant). The Java experiment concerns a total of 14 direct and 14 indirect conflicts (seven participants in each group, two seeded conflicts of
each type per participant).

Note that the results for direct conflicts for the Java
Experiment are categorized differently into Detected versus
Not Detected to address low expected cell counts in the
2 test. Of the 12 conflicts detected by the Experimental
group in this experiment, nine were detected early and
resolved and three were detected later, but not resolved
(these three were for a direct conflict that was introduced
after the participant had already completed the task). Of the
seven conflicts detected by the Control group, all seven
were detected during check in (which resulted in a merge
conflict) and resolved.
Text experiment. Participants in the Experimental group
detected and resolved a larger number of direct conflicts
(DC) while they were working on their tasks (row 1, Table 2).
These conflicts were resolved either immediately upon
noticing them or after the participant had finished editing.
We note that, in two cases, participants ignored the
notifications provided by the tool about a potential conflict.
They continued working until their changes were complete
and then attempted to check in their artifacts, subsequently
facing a merge conflict that they resolved.
The results for participants in the Control group are
significantly different. None of the participants detected a
single conflict beforehand. This is not surprising since the
SCM system shields them entirely from parallel work and
their only option to perhaps avoid conflicts would involve
them continuously polling the SCM repository or asking
their teammates repeatedly. Such a process is too cumbersome, as evidenced by some participants who indeed had
an early practice of updating their workspaces before each
next task, but discontinued this practice over time.
Participants therefore discovered direct conflicts only upon
attempting to check in the changes and being notified by the
SCM system of a merge conflict.
In the case of indirect conflicts (IC), we again observe that
a majority of participants in the Experimental group
identified and resolved a larger number of conflicts (row
2, Table 2). The difference here is more important than for
direct conflicts since, in the case of direct conflicts, the
conflicts were at least detected due to the merge conflict

warnings from the SCM system. In the case of indirect
conflicts, however, participants in the Control group
identified only five indirect conflicts; the other 34 remained
undetected and remained in the final version stored in the
SCM repository. This failure occurred even after participants were explicitly encouraged to carefully examine the
text for inconsistencies as the last step in the experiment. By
comparison, participants in the Experimental group detected and resolved 31 conflicts.
In both the Experimental and Control groups, several
participants identified conflicts early, but could not resolve
them. We attribute these situations to conditions in which
the participants updated their workspaces, but could not
correctly deduce the dependencies among the artifacts. For
instance, some participants did not detect that the confederate had slightly modified the caption of a particular figure
in one of the chapters and that it affected the List of Figures
that they were supposed to update accordingly.
Java experiment. We found that the Experimental
group detected a larger number of direct conflicts early,
12 out of 14, differing significantly from the Control group,
which detected 7 out of 14 (row 3, Table 2). In the case of
indirect conflicts, we notice that all participants in the
Experimental group identified and resolved conflicts,
whereas none in the Control group even detected a single
conflict (row 4, Table 2). These results confirm the findings
of the Text Experiment and show how incompatible
changes once again entered the SCM repository unnoticed
without Palantı́r.
Note that for direct conflicts, the observed outcomes for
detection and resolution rates resulted in low expected cell
counts in the 2 test. These low counts can be attributed to
two factors: 1) The experiment had a relatively small sample
size (14) for a 2 test, and 2) there was one conflict that was
seeded by the confederate after the participant had already
completed the task. With respect to this second point, in a
typical SCM environment, a developer who checks in first
generally is not the person who is responsible for conflict
resolution; instead, it is the responsibility of the next
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TABLE 3
Time-to-Completion of Tasks

developer who checks in their changes. Therefore, it was
not surprising that our participants did not always resolve
this conflict. For analysis purposes, the low expected cell
counts meant that, instead of using the standard fourcategory breakdown, we had to group the results into
Detected versus Not Detected.
Summary. While the p-value for direct conflicts in the
Java Experiment is somewhat higher than in the other three
cases, which had p < 0:01, it is statistically significant
(p value < 0:05). Overall then, we can confirm that the
use of Palantı́r leads to statistically better improvements in
the detection and resolution rates of conflicts in our
experimental settings.

6.4 Experiment Results—Question II
Monitoring the awareness cues provided by Palantı́r and
taking the coordination step is an additional activity that
is bound to have some time overheads. Here, we wanted
to quantitatively determine how using a workspace
awareness solution affects the time-to-completion for tasks
with conflicts.
Results. Table 3 presents the average time-to-completion
of tasks as organized per kind of conflict (DC and IC) and per
experiment type (text and Java). We use this table to analyze
the overhead that is imposed by the use of Palantı́r. As such,
the time-to-completion for each individual task includes the
time to detect, investigate, coordinate, and resolve a conflict,
as applicable. We do not penalize participants who missed
detecting or resolving a conflict, choosing to simply report
the time they took to complete the task.
In the Text Experiment, participants in the Experimental
group took less time for direct conflicts, but longer for
indirect conflicts (rows 1 and 2, Table 3). But, in the Java
Experiment, the Experimental group took more time for
both conflict types (rows 3 and 4, Table 3). All results are
statistically significant (Mann-Whitney test, p < :05), with
the exception of direct conflicts in the Java Experiment,
where p ¼ 0:26.
Text experiment. We observe that participants in the
Experimental group took less time (on average, 3 minutes
fewer) to complete tasks with direct conflicts. At the same
time, we see a reverse trend for indirect conflicts (the
Experimental group took on average one-and-a-half minutes longer). This difference can be explained because, in

the case of direct conflicts, Control group participants were
warned by the SCM system of a merge conflict and forced to
resolve each such conflict, while no forcing factor existed
for indirect conflicts. This forcing factor resulted in
participants in both the Control and Experimental group
resolving exactly the same number of direct conflicts.
Because participants in the Control group, however,
detected these conflicts later, they incurred extra time and
effort in facing a merge conflict and investigating it, leading
to an overall longer time-to-completion. Participants in the
Experimental Group, on the other hand, coordinated with
the confederate upon noticing an emerging conflict and
rescheduled tasks or already took into account anticipated
changes by the confederate in their own changes, thereby
saving time as compared to the future problem that those in
the Control group faced (see also Section 6.5).
As stated, in the case of indirect conflicts, no forcing factor
exists, as a result of which the Control group detected only a
few conflicts. In contrast, the Experimental group detected
and resolved a majority of the conflicts, causing them to
incur an extra coordination effort (primarily additional
communication through instant messaging) in investigating
conflicts and resolving them with their teammates (confederates). As a result, the average time per task was higher. The
tradeoff, of course, is that the code delivered by the
Experimental group had most of the conflicts resolved,
which means that it would incur no further future effort to
resolve these conflicts. Our experimental setup was designed to quantify this future effort by asking participants in
the Control group to examine and correct the text after all
change tasks were completed. Participants, however, could
rarely find any of the remaining inconsistencies. Therefore,
no usable data were obtained regarding the amounts of time
and effort that might have been saved.
Nonetheless, a critical observation arises: At the expense
of extra effort, the number of conflicts remaining in the text
that was delivered was significantly lower.
Java experiment. The data for the Java Experiment
showed a larger variance in average time-to-completion. In
the case of direct conflicts, the groups did not differ
significantly (p ¼ 0:26), even though it is interesting to note
that, unlike in the Text Experiment, the Experimental group
did take longer than the Control group on average. In
closely examining our data, we did not find any factors
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other than a probable cause of individual differences in
programming skills explaining this difference. As both
treatment groups detected and resolved about the same
number of conflicts, this seems to be the likely explanation.
In the case of indirect conflicts, we note a pattern similar
to the Text Experiment, with statistical significance
(p < 0:05). In particular, the Experimental group took
notably more time than the Control group (row 4, Table 3)
as they became aware of and had to resolve more conflicts.
The extra effort in time, however, is again offset by the
improved quality of the code that is delivered, with the
number of (indirect) conflicts remaining in the code taken as
a proxy for quality.
For reasons explained previously, we did not attempt to
force the Control group to reexamine the code base at the
end of the Java Experiment in order to quantify the time
that may have been saved (as we attempted in the Text
Experiment). The research literature, however, shows that
conflict resolution at later stages is expensive and might
take significant amounts of time (sometimes on the order of
days) [11], [31]. Any indirect conflict saved from entering
the SCM repository thus constitutes one fewer and possibly
major future concern.
Summary. There is an overhead to using Palantı́r, but our
results suggest that this overhead is strongly justified. For
direct conflicts, the Text Experiment indicates less time
spent per task, despite the overhead of monitoring and
interpreting Palantı́r notifications. This is the clearest
evidence that resolving conflicts early is beneficial as
compared to resolution later. For indirect conflicts, more
time is spent, though the overhead is not unreasonable,
especially when one realizes that the result of the extra effort
is a less error-prone body of code in the SCM repository.

6.5 Experiment Results—Question III
A critical functionality of Palantı́r is its ability to prompt
users to take steps to self-coordinate. Evaluating whether
Palantı́r is successful in eliciting such coordination behavior
has to be qualitative in nature as users can take a wide
spectrum of possible actions. Here, we present the different
behaviors that we observed during the experiments
regarding development work.
Using concepts of grounded theory, we analyzed data
gathered from exit interviews, observation logs, video
transcripts, and chat transcripts between the subjects and
confederate(s) to identify behavior patterns emerging from
the data. Grounded theory is the systematic generation of
theory from data acquired by a rigorous, iterative qualitative research method [52]. From our analysis, four broad
themes emerged:
1. conflict resolution,
2. conflict mitigation,
3. manifestation of awareness, and
4. awareness monitoring behavior.
Together, these help explain why some of the effects we saw
in the previous two sections occurred, as well as how the users
actually coordinated their efforts and how their strategies
were positively influenced by Palantı́r. In the following
sections, we discuss each of these behavior patterns.
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6.5.1 Conflict Resolution
Participants in the treatment groups varied in their
conflict resolution strategies. We found that participants
in the Experimental group developed a team spirit and
interacted with their team members to resolve a conflict
when they were made aware of their team members’
activities. In contrast, Control group members followed
an individualistic model, favoring their changes over those
of others. Further, the time at which conflict resolution was
performed (e.g., at the onset of a conflict, after full
completion of a task) was largely dependent on individual
preferences and varied across participants.
Human-in-the-loop resolution. We found that participants typically liked having a “human in the loop” when
resolving a conflict. Even though, in both cases (Control and
Experimental groups), participants felt that their own
changes were of higher quality as compared to those of
the confederate, exposing a personal bias, Palantı́r users felt
a higher camaraderie with their team members and
typically had chat conversations when resolving a conflict.
The appreciation of having a human to discuss to resolve a
conflict is best summarized by one of the participants using
Palantı́r: “It was extremely important to be able to chat with the
other workers because changes need a human touch.” Two
examples illustrate how users resolved conflicts with the
help of other users.
First, from the Java Experiment: “. . . so [file name] has
changed, there’s no more...[details of deleted methods]. I’m
assuming you want me to fix the codes with errors?”
Second, from the Text Experiment:
Subject: you added some timeline pictures to [timescale.txt].
Subject: the middle one should be [timeLine2.png], right?
Subject: also, will you be uploading these files to the
repository?
Confederate: I have actually replaced it with 1 picture.
Confederate: graphic [timeline.tif].
Subject: ok, please update [timescale.txt] to reflect that change.
Subject: also, make sure your caption is written with the
proper syntax.
Confederate: Sure I will do so.
Interviews confirmed how Palantı́r helped spark human
conversation. One Palantı́r user (Text Experiment) mentioned: “In order to mitigate conflicts when performing changes I
looked at the blue arrows before editing the file, then proceeded to
IM the person modifying the file to check to see if I could obtain
access to the file.” Another, when asked specifically about
how Palantı́r affected conflict resolution behavior, responded: “Yep; [I] told him what I did, I asked him if I can do
some stuff and commit it and he said yes, and I think there was
code that was slightly same, I verified with him if I can overwrite
and he said yes.”
We also note that, when participants who were using
Palantı́r found a problem, they were able to start a
conversation with their team with the exact details of the
problem immediately at hand. This is possible because
Palantı́r affords both parties with information about the
ongoing conflict. Here, is an example of a typical chat
exchange from the Text Experiment:
Subject: why did you change the [name-year] pair to [JeanAndre Gucci, 1558] and [Horace de Saussure, 11779]?
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Confederate: which file is this?
Subject: the introduction text.
Confederate: it was part of my task.
Subject: My task said to change the pairs to [Jean-Andre
Deluc,1778] and [Horace-Benedict de Saussure, 1779].
Confederate: oh Ok!
Confederate: I have completed my changes.
Confederate: You can overwrite them if you want.
Subject: ok, thanks.
Another example shows similarly rich context to immediately anchor the conversation:
Subject: I noticed you deleted the getter/setter for [Demographics] in [Customer]. I am implementing a change to
[CreditCardValidator] that needs those methods in order to work.
Confederate: Yes, I am making some changes to the [Customer]
class.
Confederate: I will let you know as soon as I complete.
Subject: will the getter/setter still be there when you are done
making your changes.
Confederate: For the [Demographics] field? No it will not be
there.
Confederate: I am replacing it with the “Age” field.
Confederate: along with a getter and a setter for that.
Subject: alright that works.
Subject: thanks.
In contrast, a majority of participants in the control
group kept their own changes without thinking to contact
the team member responsible for the conflict. For instance,
a participant comments aloud when resolving a conflict:
“So...hmmm, someone already had done this! Oh!! I see someone
had done it, but hmmm I think they made a mistake...” [the
participant then goes ahead with the assumption that his
task is the right one and overwrites the file in the
repository]. Another participant, on finding a conflict,
would repeatedly ponder aloud “Is there any way I can just
overwrite the CM repository with my changes. I know my
changes are better.”
When questioned about conflict resolution strategies at
the exit interview, a non-Palantı́r participant said: “so, I just
used the commit thing, so when it said a problem, I synchronized
to see the differences and then I updated...I compared the
differences and if there was additional information then I
included it and if it was information that was, I guess worse
than what I was adding, I ignored it.” It was interesting to
note that during the experiment the participant had largely
kept all his changes.
We found that the majority of participants in the control
group did not feel the need to communicate with their team
members. When asked about this in the exit interview, a
participant responds: “Yea...that [confederate’s parallel actions]
would make conflict, if I don’t know what they are doing or what
they are supposed to be doing. If I knew what they were doing then
I could see if their changes were applicable or not.” Another
subject responds: “umm...they [changes] were pretty obvious
things—[I] didn’t need any help.”
Timing. We found that the resolution behavior of
participants regarding when they resolved a conflict can
be categorized into two groups: 1) participants who took
immediate action and 2) participants who noticed the
conflict when it appeared, sometimes even investigated the
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conflict further, but only resolved the conflict after they had
completed their own task.3
For example, one subject was highly cognizant of the
conflict icons appearing and made sure that she resolved
the conflict then and there. As soon as she started working
on a file, she would check to see whether the file had a
conflict. When she found that it did, she updated the file
with the contents from the repository and then proceeded to
check the “impact view” to find out more information about
the conflict.
Compare this behavior with that of another subject, who
skipped all tasks that involved files with conflicts. In fact, he
skipped four tasks in succession (Tasks 2, 3, 4, and 5, each of
which included a direct or indirect conflict). He even
stopped working and skipped checking in the files for
Task 3 when a conflict arose while he was working on the
file. After finishing all nonconflicting tasks, he finally went
back to the tasks involving conflicts. When asked about this
behavior, he commented: “I skipped the task, when I saw that
there were changes on the file that I was working on. Later on I
realized that it was always going to be the case and that I should
complete my task so I went back.”
We also noted that participants were interested in
ensuring resolution of all problems. In fact, even when
they noticed a conflict with a task they had already finished
and checked in, they would inform their team member
(who apparently had forgotten to check out the latest
version before making their changes) about the problem.
Here, is a chat excerpt where the participant warns their
team member about the conflict that they will have to
resolve: “...ok, be warned that you are going to break [artifact
name] when you check it in...”

6.5.2 Conflict Avoidance
One of the key user characteristics to emerge was that,
while Palantı́r helped users in dealing with conflicts, users
still attempted to avoid them when possible. The previous
section has an example (the participant who skipped all
tasks with conflicts), but this behavior is worth discussing
in more detail. Two representative comments are:
“The hardest part of the tool was merging two documents
together. Just adding text and bizarre syntax symbolizing changes
made it extremely complicated to make it [understand] what the
two documents should look like together. When I was making
changes to a document that had already been changed and
committed, the hardest part was merging my changes with the
new version.”
“...well I don’t know if people like that [conflict resolution], but
I didn’t. It made me happy when the tasks that I did didn’t include
anyone else’s; anyone else has not trampled on it yet so didn’t
have to worry about that.”
This behavior mirrors current anecdotal complaints on
merge conflicts and observations on how developers create
intricate informal practices (e.g., partial commits [15], rush
to complete changes first [24], informal locks on artifacts
[30]) to avoid performing conflict resolution. We found that
3. Note that this behavior was observed only for experimental group
participants. Participants in the control group found conflicts only during a
check-in or at the end of the experiment.
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being armed with awareness of ongoing activities actually
helped developers fine-tune these informal practices.
Conflict mitigation strategies. The different coordination actions that participants took to avoid or at least
mitigate the impact of conflicts on detecting a conflict can be
grouped into five classes:
partial commits (checking-in their artifacts even
when their task was still unfinished),
2. rush to complete their changes so they can check-in
first,
3. use placeholders,
4. skip their current task, and
5. chat to informally coordinate their tasks (e.g., by
informally locking an artifact or determining the
future tasks of their team members).
Partial commits: We found a few instances of this strategy
being employed when a task required edits to a set of files
or a set of edits to a particular file and a conflict would
arise in that task. In such a situation, the files or changes
that were already completed were checked-in before the
rest of the task was completed, For instance, one
participant was extremely cautious and averse to conflict
resolution. The first time a conflict arose the subject
ignored it and faced a merge conflict. After that she made
sure to check for any conflict icons before starting a task.
She also committed every small unit of change that she
made. For example, when her task (Task 3) involved two
files and sets of instructions for each of these files, she
made a total of five commits during the task (in a time
period of around 14 minutes). Several other participants
exhibited similar behavior, breaking up their tasks to
preventively check-in partial work.
Rush to commit first: We found scattered instances of
participants rushing to commit their changes first to avoid
facing a merge conflict. For instance, a participant responds
on his conflict resolution strategy: “ha! There was this one
time, when I purposely committed right away, so wanna make
sure that I wasn’t the one to resolve the conflict.” However, this
strategy did not work in our experiment setting because a
majority of the conflicts introduced by the confederate were
scripted and instantaneous, so there was not enough time
within which a subject could notice the conflict, understand
its significance, and rush to quickly commit their changes.
Subjects would try it the first time and then quickly learn
that this strategy was infeasible in the given setting. For
example, upon spotting a conflict, a participant exclaims:
“Yo, oh no!!! What are you doing this [confederate name]. I am
going to commit first. I don’t want to resolve.... I know what it
means, but just don’t like dealing with it, hmm lets see [he tries to
commit, but gets a merge conflict].”
Use placeholders: Subjects who identified an indirect
conflict sometimes would adjust their own code to already
accommodate the change in the other workspace. While
their current code therefore would not compile, the final
merged version would. Below are observations and chat
excerpts of two participants (one from each experiment
setup) following this strategy. In the first case, a
participant in the Text Experiment notices a conflict icon
on one of her files. She then tries to synchronize her work
with the repository, but finds that the changes are still
1.
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work-in-progress. She starts a chat conversation with the
confederate to further investigate the conflict.
Subject: What changes are you making to [history.txt].
Confederate: I am making a few to the name [William Smith].
Confederate: I am just about to commit my changes.
Subject: Ok thanks.
Confederate: I have committed the file.
Subject: What are you changing the name to?
Confederate: [William Theodore Smith].
Subject: ok thanks.
She then uses the anticipated change to the name
(William Theodore Smith) in the text that she is modifying
and continues with her task. Similarly, a participant in the
Java Experiment chats with the confederate (chat not shown
here) and then decides to already use the variable “age” in
her changes, even though it does not exist yet. When
finished with her changes, she does not commit the task and
moves on to the next task. After completing this next task
she checks back with the confederate to find out whether he
had committed the changes so she can finish her previous
task and commit it.
Skip their current task: We found numerous instances of
this strategy—subjects skipping tasks that would involve
files already being edited by others or already being marked
as being indirectly impacted by an ongoing change. For
example, on noticing an indirect conflict warning, one of the
participants made the decision to skip their next task. She
commented aloud: “I’m going to be affected by [file name], so
I’ll skip the task and do something else.” When questioned at
the end of the experiment about her decision the participant
replied: “Right, I skipped that task. And then I sent him
[confederate] a message asking whether he is going to add the
method, and then he said he will, so I decide to wait for him.”
One interesting outcome of skipping a task was that
sometimes it avoided duplicate work since one of the tasks
for the participants was a duplicate of a confederate’s task.
If the participant was cognizant of the conflict and
investigated it before they started their task, then it was
possible to not only avoid the conflict, but also avoid having
to implement the task. A user comments: “...before I started
working on it, Palantı´r tells me that someone is changing it, so I
went and checked, saw that everything is there, so cool, task
completed and no conflicts.”
Chat to informally coordinate: We already have discussed
how participants liked having a human in the loop during
conflict resolution. They also chatted with their teammates
to proactively avoid conflicts altogether, as evidenced by
these two excerpts.
Subject: dood? Are you working on [Address.java]?
Subject: I mean, is it pretty stable now?
Confederate: i made some changes.
Confederate: and I’ve committed them.
Confederate: its stable.
Subject: cool, thanks!
Another participant checks on another artifact of interest:
Subject: hey I am subject 1.
Subject: hey, i will change [creditcard validator java].
Subject: will you change it?
Confederate: Let me check......
Subject: ok.
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Confederate: Hmm.... No I do not plan to touch that file right
now
Subject: ok, please do not change it until i will finish, i will let
you know when i will finish
Confederate: ok.
We note that participants coordinated their activities based
on their task at hand and an awareness of their teammates’
changes. Chat messages were used to informally lock
artifacts that the subject would change in the near future.
Implicit communication. An undercurrent in the discussion thus far is that of implicit communication. While a fair
amount of explicit communication takes place, Palantı́r users
were able to understand ongoing activities through the
visual cues that the tool provides and self-coordinate their
actions. They did not always need to communicate as
Palantı́r regularly provided them with the information they
needed. For example, a participant commented: “There were
many times during the experiment that someone else opened a file
that I was editing, and the tool gave me notice of this that I probably
wouldn’t have noticed otherwise, allowing me to update my version
before wasting my time inputting redundant information.”
Another observed: “The parallel changes warnings were
very useful because it let me know who was working on what at
any given time. This allowed me to not only stay away from files
others are working on to reduce conflict, but also gave me a heads
up to contact other team members when we are working on the
same files. The affected files warnings were helpful because it let
me know if a change in one file will affect any other files. This is a
great help because with the complex relationships between files in
program code, a very small change can affect many files down the
line. This warning helped to fix those problems early on.”
Generally, participants would only use chat communications when the information provided by Palantı́r was
insufficient for them to resolve a problem on their own.
When asked about this in the exit interview, a participant
responds: “Yeah, I just updated myself when I could. When I
saw that there was impact (red icon) I would talk to him
[confederate]. Whenever I found that I could go ahead without
talking to him I would, but when I could not get the changes I
talked to him.”
Another participant mirrors this sentiment: “well, early on
I was actually asking him [confederate] multiple times when I
noticed there was a potential conflict if he had checked in his
changed yet. I realized later that that was unnecessary.”

6.5.3 Mutual Awareness
Maintaining awareness through (explicit) user behavior.
We noted that in a majority of cases Palantı́r users wanted
to ensure that they were kept abreast of the activities of their
remote team members and likewise wanted to make sure
that their team members were aware of their actions. A
participant in the Text Experiment comments aloud:
“Usually I would like people to know that I’m changing the file,
make sure he knows I’m changing the file. Maybe he knows, but I
don’t know.” Another mentions that during the experiment
he wanted to ensure that his team members knew about all
of the changes he was making: “I wanted to keep updating, as I
wanted all the changes to be seen.” Many participants at the
beginning of the experiment wanted to know about the
frequency at which Palantı́r notified users. One participant
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noted aloud to himself: “Does the system show other users only
when I make changes and save them? Or [silence follows]...”
In fact, we noticed that in some cases participants
communicated with their team members specifically to keep
them abreast of their changes even though they knew that
Palantı́r would send notifications. A participant comments:
“So, I am sending him a message and telling him what I am
doing—its kind of duplicated because its in the repository, but
never mind.” A chat excerpt from another participant shows a
similar intent: “Hey, buddy. I’ll be hittin’ up [item.java]. But, it
looks like you’re on [shopping cart], so you’re fine. Just keep an eye
out for my triangle [notification icon].”
Participants used the information about the artifacts that
their teammates’ were currently editing along with the
knowledge of their own task to warn their teammates about
potential future problems that they may face. A user
responded: “Um, Palantı´r helped me sometimes identify when
someone was changing a file that I was supposed to change. It also
helped me talk to that person, and try to warn that person that I
would like to change the file. Palantı´r doesn’t tell him my
intention of changing the file, so I needed to do that through the
IM system, but it tells me that someone is doing it, so it helped me
prevent that kind of conflicts that I get when I check in a file.”
Another participant comments about a similar situation:
“I contacted team member. I saw that he was changing a file,
which was broken before, and I noticed [task reference], I assumed
that he was fixing the bug that I was fixing too. And I then alert
him not to do that because I had already fixed the bug. And he was
very grateful to me.”

6.5.4 Monitoring and Internalizing Awareness Cues
One of the interesting challenges to creating workspace
awareness is deciding when is the right time and the right
way to provide information about ongoing activities to
create appropriate context for users’ changes. In Palantı́r we
made the decision to broadcast change and impact
information every time a user saved their changes. However, we found that users noticed the awareness icons
mainly only at specific points. Here, we discuss when
participants noticed the awareness cues and how they
reacted to the cues.
Monitoring awareness cues. The times when users
noticed the Palantı́r icons can be classified into three
categories: 1) when participants started a new task, 2) when
participants were taking a short break from their task,
which usually occurred when there were multiple files
involved in a task, and 3) after they finished their task, but
before checking-in their changes.
Regarding the first case (before starting a task), a
participant notes: “It’s useful to know what someone is working
on before they actually check it in, to try to resolve conflicts before
they happen, or at least be aware that they are going to happen.
Because I found that even before I started a task, I tended to try to
find if someone was currently working in the classes that would
affect what I was doing so that if it was possible, to update them
and avoid going the wrong direction, I could do it before I actually
began the task.”
Another participant commented: “When I was working, I
was concentrating on the editor and not looking at the side.
However, when I was starting a task and I saw the things [icons]
on the file, then I tried to understand what that was about. So
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before opening a file, I would like to see what arrows [awareness
icons] were there.”
Another typical point when participants noticed the
icons was when they were taking a break from focusing
their attention at the editor. This typically occurred when
subjects were switching between files for a task. For
example, we observed a participant whose task required
edits to two files. The participant made all the changes to
the first file and saved the changes. Before she started
working on the next file she noticed a conflict warning for
that file. She then used Palantı́r to get a basic understanding
of the conflict and thereafter communicated with her
teammate to determine its full extent and her next steps.
The final point at which participants typically took notice
of the visual cues and became aware of the conflicts was
before commenting and committing their changes. One
participant comments on his strategy for completing his
tasks: “...my approach of first doing my task and then checking
what was happening allowed me to concentrate on putting my
energy into something that I was supposed to be doing than trying
to figure out what I should do next.” Another participant
responded: “I want to go ahead and finish a task first. And
compare after I have finished the task to see how my changes
clashes with others changes, so I didn’t want to take any
premature actions.” Note that in such situations the participants had to resolve the conflicts after their changes were
complete. Still, Palantı́r provides a benefit compared to
standard SCM functionality, particularly because the other
changes with which they had a conflict could well still be in
progress, so the resolution is likely to still be easier.
Internalizing awareness cues. A common concern of
awareness tools is whether the awareness information will
distract the user from their main task. We noted that users
quickly became adept in filtering pertinent information.
Participants would quickly scan the package explorer view
for the cues and only pay attention to icons that appeared
for artifacts that were relevant to them. Furthermore, a
majority of participants did not take any action (even after
hovering over the icon and getting an extra information on
the conflict) to resolve a conflict unless the conflict involved
an artifact that they were currently working on. When
asked about this behavior, a participant responded: “yeah, I
noticed there were other icons, but, they were like, on others
[artifacts], they did not bother me. I only look at stuff that were on
artifacts that I had open in my editor.” Another participant,
when asked why he did not take any action on noting a
potential conflict in an artifact, responds: “I noticed the
problems, but, you know, they were not affecting me, so I was like
fine, it doesn’t bother me, so I was working on my own files.”
We explicitly asked users whether the awareness icons
provided by Palantı́r were distracting. Quite a few
participants complained that while they were focusing on
the tasks the cues were too subtle to grab their attention and
recommended “pop up” notifications. A participant when
asked said: “The small blue and red triangles were large and
colored enough for me to notice, but not enough so that they were
a huge distraction. They also didn’t take up noticeable space or
require the UI to expand.” He went on to explain that he
would have liked more explicit warnings about ongoing
changes to the file that he was currently editing: “Its just that
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when I working, I am focusing on a particular file, I don’t pay
attention to what’s going on in the left...If its [icons] blinking,
then I will notice, but if it just pops up, then I don’t notice it.”
Another participant provides similar feedback: “Small
icons are really good because they don’t interfere too much, but I
still had to pay too much attention. A lot of attention to see the
changes, I had to keep looking. There weren’t anything that
caught my attention as soon as it changes. I was thinking about
when you are in IM, you see briefly, a good sign that something
happened, and then it fades. So I think something like that would
help me see things.”
It would be interesting for a future experiment to
determine whether such more explicit actions lead to the
same levels of effectiveness and user flexibility in the actual
actions they take to address the conflicts.

7

THREATS TO VALIDITY

7.1 Generalizing Results
Our experiment involved students as experiment participants working on a relatively small project, with a small
number of changes to be made in a limited time. Naturally,
we agree that the ideal approach to testing a software tool is
a thorough longitudinal study set in a real-life software
project. At the same time, we observe that it is important to
first evaluate the effectiveness of a tool in a controlled
environment. Such an environment provides the opportunity, as we have shown, of drawing detailed conclusions
and controlling for individual differences.
It is interesting to observe that, because students were
used as participants, it is actually possible that our results
are conservative with respect to the real world. Software
developers who have experienced the difficulties of integrating their changes with conflicting changes made by
others may well be more willing to invest time and effort
up-front in order to avoid these difficulties. Also, there is
bound to be a learning effect if Palantı́r were to be installed
in the real world. In particular, we would expect developers
to learn to ignore certain conflicts and pay particular
attention to others. For instance, they may know that some
coworker always delivers code that integrates nicely, even
though in the beginning any conflicts that arise might seem
difficult. They may also know that another coworker tends
to engage in changes that are seemingly innocuous at the
beginning, but always end up being difficult to resolve in
the end. Coordination actions taken by developers in
response to activities of either coworker will differ, and
these differences possibly will streamline and make the use
of Palantı́r more efficient.
We did not test the Palantı́r interface in a large project
that comprised numerous artifacts, lots of parallel work,
and therefore a possible proliferation of awareness cues.
Although we used a small project, our experiment did
include benign tasks that produced extra awareness icons.
In our exit interviews, participants responded that once
they got used to them, the icons did not bother them.
Further, they paid attention to an icon only if it concerned
an artifact that they were editing or had previously edited.
This highlights that the awareness cues used by the tool
were unobtrusive, yet effective when they needed to be. We
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also note that Palantı́r is explicitly designed to reduce the
number of notifications presented to the user by grouping
them per artifact and providing additional filters on
artifacts or developers, as discussed in Section 5.6 [44].

7.2 Experimental Design
Our experiment, specifically the Java Experiment, did not
force participants to carry out integration testing after all
tasks were completed. As participants in the Control group
did not detect any indirect conflicts, they thus did not spend
any time in coordination attempts. As discussed, this
difference penalized the Experimental group in their timeto-completion of tasks and precludes us from comparing
the time-to-resolution data across treatment groups. It thus
may be possible that the extra time and effort that the
developer is asked to invest because they use Palantı́r is
actually more costly than the resolution of full-blown
conflicts at a later time. However, given that Palantir allows
resolution of conflicts earlier in a change process and
knowing from other research how high the cost is for
resolving changes later in the process [14], [23], we believe
that the cost concerns of using Palantir are minimized.
Another design choice that may represent a threat to
validity is the introduction of a conflict 10 to 15 seconds
after a participant began or completed a task. In real life,
conflicts occur at any time. We used specific times to
maintain consistency across the participants and because of
the limited time window of the experiment. Results would
be different if conflicts arise closer to completion of a task
since some of the benefit of early resolution would be lost.
A potential issue also exists with respect to conclusion
validity in drawing inferences about the influence of
awareness on programming tasks from the lessons learned
from the Text Experiment. Working with text can be
different from working with code, and participants may
have an affinity with code that influences their behavior
with respect to code conflicts as compared to when dealing
with conflicts in a text assignment. We structured the text
assignments as much as possible to resemble the activity of
coding, especially in terms of the conflicts we seeded and
the structure and relationships that the overarching text
exhibited. Our results show that the behaviors exhibited by
participants in the Java Experiment strongly resemble the
behaviors of the participants in the Text Experiment, with
the same kinds of statistical significance, building confidence that we should be able to rely on the Text
Experiment to draw the conclusions we did regarding
how developers react to and use Palantı́r.
Finally, all tasks were presented to participants in the
same order. Although the lack of counterbalancing leads to
learning effects, these effects are the same for all participants. The primary objective of our experiments was to
investigate the effect of the two between-participant factors
(treatment and strata) and not the effects of the withinsubject factor, namely, the sequence of the conflicts in terms
of their order and kind. We also observe that learning
effects will take place in real life as well, and in fact are a
desirable trait of awareness tools—users must calibrate the
information that is provided in order to best leverage the
tools. The short duration of our experiment potentially
undervalues this factor.
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DISCUSSION

In this section, we summarize the key lessons from the user
evaluation and their consequences for the design of future
awareness tools, as well as the design of empirical studies
on awareness and coordination.
Current interface designs for fostering awareness, including Palantı́r, are based on the premise that developers
should be continuously informed about parallel ongoing
changes so they are aware of changes as and when they
occur. However, observations from our experiment show
that participants typically noticed the awareness cues
provided by Palantı́r only at specific points during a task
(before starting a task, when switching across files, taking a
short break, or after finishing their tasks). This implies that
continuous streaming of information or constantly updating
graphical displays may not be necessary. For instance, it
may be possible to both query for remote information and
present it only when a developer switches which artifact
they work on. As another example, it may be possible to
provide mini views that show summarized histories. Such
solutions might make workspace awareness systems computationally less expensive and reduce the information
overload on users.
Nonetheless, no one solution should be assumed to be
universal since different users have different preferences in
how they would like to be informed. In our experiment, we
found participants who desired more explicit notifications
about critical events. These participants were usually
immersed in their coding activities, focusing solely on the
editor. Because of their immersion, they missed notifications
that were provided peripherally (e.g., icons in the package
explorer view). To cater to these types of users, more explicit
notification mechanisms need to be explored—notifications
that immediately draw the user’s attention to critical events.
The tradeoffs between immediately attracting the user’s
attention versus distraction are critical when designing such
explicit notifications, and may perhaps even lead to
different kinds of notification mechanisms for different
kinds of events.
We found that, despite the availability of Palantı́r, users
still employed informal conflict mitigation strategies, such
as partial commits or soft locks—strategies that have been
observed in teams without informal coordination support.
Our observations show that, by using Palantı́r, users were
able to make these strategies more fine-grained and
purposeful. This suggests that formal and informal
coordination are both an integral aspect of development
and one cannot be totally separated from the other. The
critical point is that, with workspace awareness tools,
users have the flexibility to adopt the mix of strategies that
suits them the best, with the possibility of this mix even
varying per conflict and per team member with whom a
conflict is generated.
With respect to communication, users of Palantı́r quickly
started rich conversations about a particular task or change.
This was possible because the same information about a
change was available to all team members and every team
member was aware of this fact. We believe that future
awareness tools could improve their support to further
enrich such conversations. For example, systems that provide
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comprehensive background and context information of
changes could enable users from different teams to quickly
create common ground and thereby help coordination.
A subtle social outcome of using Palantı́r and the
awareness generated by it was that users felt more
connected with their team members and not as isolated.
Palantı́r was therefore able to greatly enhance a sense of
shared presence with team members as opposed to when
teams only used SCM systems. In the latter case participants
became aware of others’ activities only during specific
synchronization (check-in/check-out) points. A direct outcome of this phenomenon was that users were willing to
make extra efforts to work together more effectively (e.g.,
warning their colleague about a potential problem, being
more inclined to correctly resolve changes instead of
overwriting others’ changes in the repository). Further, this
willingness to make extra efforts implies that when users
are able to see the direct benefits of the effort they make,
they are more apt to take the few extra steps (e.g., not leave
commit comments empty, explicitly linking a commit with
its issue number) to provide the information necessary for
awareness technology to be most effective.
Finally, we note that implicit coordination was fostered
by the information provided by Palantı́r. As discussed
previously, we found that subjects used awareness cues
about ongoing changes to implicitly coordinate their
activities (e.g., skipping a task, using a placeholder). Some
participants commented that they used chat conversations
only when they could not find information that they needed
from Palantı́r. This has implications for a large body of
work involving empirical studies that use communication
as a proxy for studying coordination [8], [9], [33], [48], [55].
These studies make the assumption that more communication is a sign of good coordination. However, the presence
of implicit coordination demonstrates that this is not
necessarily a valid assumption, especially in situations
where users can acquire information through other sources
and take implicit coordination actions. In fact, the presence
of more communication may well be a sign of ineffective
coordination strategies being used. Researchers performing
empirical studies should take this into account.

9

RELATED WORK

CVS [5] provides what might be considered the oldest
configuration management awareness solution in existence.
Before changing an artifact, developers can announce their
intent of doing so by invoking the CVS EDIT command.
Any developer who declared their interest in this artifact
through the CVS WATCH command will then be notified,
usually via e-mail. However, this required manually
setting watches and the need to sort through potentially
numerous automated e-mails—a tedious process, which
developers avoided.
Since then, a number of other systems have implemented
improved versions of workspace awareness. BSCW [3]
provides a web-based, shared, centralized workspace that
integrates versioning facilities to allow it to be used as an SCM
system. Awareness of parallel work is provided statically,
through icons that decorate an artifact’s webpage with
information regarding its current state, and dynamically,
through a Monitoring Applet that continuously informs
developers of what editing activities are presently taking
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place. While this is one of first tools to successfully implement
the concept of awareness, it suffered from two drawbacks: a
cumbersome interface and an overload of information, since
BSCW presented many fine-grained details.
The War Room Command Console [39] used a centralized, multimonitor display to show all artifacts in the
software repository, color coding and decorating those that
are concurrently being edited in multiple workspaces. This
system took a different approach to awareness as the
information was centralized and aimed at supporting group
meetings focusing on understanding the system as a whole
and project management.
Compared to Palantı́r, neither CVS, nor BSCW or the
War Room Command Console provides information on the
severity of direct conflicts. None of them addresses indirect
conflicts either.
Elvin [22] and Celine [21] do provide awareness of direct
conflicts. Elvin uses a relatively simple ticker tape to inform
developers of any SCM activities and allows chat messages
to be initiated through its interface. Celine uses the concept
of hierarchical workspaces to enable information sharing to
scale to very large projects. Both tools provide a more
detailed development context to the developers and
integrate additional information on the nature and size of
(only) direct conflicts.
FASTDash [6] is another awareness system, focusing
particularly on agile teams. It uses different traffic metaphors (e.g., traffic signals, stop signs) to indicate direct
conflicts and presents this information to individuals in
their IDE as well as through a centralized display for teams.
Compared to Palantı́r, Elvin, Celine, and FASTDash do
not address indirect conflicts.
In addition to Palantı́r, TUKAN [49], CollabVS [17], and
WeCode [25] are three other systems that address indirect
conflicts. TUKAN uses a program’s def-use graph to
identify changes that are semantically close and presents
this information through icons following a weather metaphor. If two developers modify closely related code
elements, a lightning symbol is used to warn them about
the potential conflict, with several other icons representing
various other situations (a sun is used to represent changes
far from each other, for instance). CollabVS works with
Visual Studio and uses call graphs to identify conflicting
instances, similarly to Palantı́r. WeCode uses a shadow
repository to continuously merge ongoing compiled
changes from private workspaces to produce an executable
that it tests for integration problems. Of these three,
CollabVS is the only tool that has been evaluated, through
a small laboratory experiment. The work reported in this
paper, then, distinguishes itself from the CollabVS work
with an extensive and in-depth evaluation.

10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Current team development using SCM systems exhibits a
fundamental tension between the need for individual
developers to work in isolated workspaces and the need
for the overall team to maintain control over the integration
of the individual changes into the overall system. To better
address this tension, we have developed Palantı́r, a workspace awareness tool that deliberately breaks workspace
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isolation by informing developers of ongoing parallel
changes being worked on by other developers. By continuously sharing who modifies which artifacts, the
magnitude of the changes, and their impact, Palantı́r
complements current automated SCM policies with the
capability of early human intervention regarding any
potential conflicts that may emerge.
Our empirical evaluations conclusively show that the use
of Palantı́r: 1) leads to early detection and resolution of a
larger number of conflicts as compared to when it is not used,
2) results in fewer conflicts that are unresolved in the code
base that is ultimately checked in, and 3) involves a reasonable overhead in terms of the extra effort that must be
expended. We also present a detailed qualitative analysis that
sheds light on how users reacted to information provided by
Palantı́r, the strategies they followed in coordinating their
work, and how awareness affected team dynamics.
Our future work involves a number of different directions. First, we recognize that our work in detecting indirect
conflicts merely scratches the surface. The next challenge is
to extend the range of indirect conflicts that can be
addressed including semantic conflicts.
Second, we wish to perform longitudinal studies of
Palantı́r in use. Our current evaluations are limited in not
accounting for the learning effect that takes place when
using the tool for extended periods of time on a real system
that the developers are intimately familiar with. Factors
such as the intuition to differentiate significant conflicts
from more innocuous ones, the insight into which developers are more prone to insert problematic changes, and
overall team dynamics and emergent coordination strategies can only be understood when Palantı́r is used in a live
project over a longer period of time.
Finally, we are interested in leveraging our experience
with Palantı́r to address collaboration between teams as well
as within teams, especially in geographically distributed
projects that may or may not involve outsourcing. In such
cases, changes generally do not become visible until official
release dates of the component(s) for which a team is
responsible. Furthermore, the nature of these kinds of
projects is such that the kinds of direct interactions
encouraged by Palantı́r likely will need to be adjusted to
involve very different notification and resolution strategies.
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